Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
Circular to Creditors
13 April 2021
According to the Company’s records, you may be a creditor of the Company.
The purpose of this document is to provide you with information about the Liquidation of the Company
and your rights as a creditor.
Notification of appointment
Rajiv Goyal and Joseph Hayes were appointed Liquidators of the Company on 26 March 2021 by a
resolution of the Company’s members.
We act for all creditors. We are responsible for locating the Company’s assets, investigating the
Company’s affairs, reporting to ASIC and, if funds become available, paying money owed to creditors.
Our independent status and who appointed us is outlined in our Declaration of Independence,
Relevant Relationships and Indemnities (DIRRI) and is attached at Appendix A.
What do you need to know?
Question

Answer

What is a creditors’ voluntary
liquidation (CVL)?

A creditors’ voluntary liquidation, or CVL, is a liquidation
initiated by the Company where it cannot pay all of its
creditors in full. This means that the Company is insolvent.

What are your rights as a
creditor?

Information regarding your rights as a creditor is provided in
the information sheet included at Appendix B. This includes
your right to:
•
•
•
•
•

Make reasonable requests for a meeting;
Make reasonable requests for information;
Give directions to us;
Appoint a reviewing Liquidator; and
To replace us as Liquidators.

We wish to draw to your attention the special right to request
a meeting in the first 20 business days of a creditor’s
voluntary liquidation. If we receive a request for a meeting
from at least 5% of known creditors that are not a related
entity of the Company, we are required to hold a meeting, as
long as the request is reasonable. The details of whether a
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request is reasonable or not is included in the information
sheet at Appendix B.
What happens to your debt?

All creditors of the Company are now creditors in the
liquidation. As a creditor, you have certain rights, although
your debt will now be dealt with in the liquidation.
The amount of money you receive depends on the amount
we recover, including from finding and selling the Company’s
assets. After paying our fees, creditors share the remaining
money. This amount is called a dividend.
A dividend can vary between creditors because the law
entitles different types of creditors to be paid before other
types of creditors.
If you have leased the Company property, have a retention
of title claim or hold a Personal Property Security in relation
to the Company, please contact our staff as soon as
possible.

What is the trading status of the
Company?

Not trading.

Do you have to do anything?

You should read this information. You can choose to
participate in the liquidation process, but you do not have to.
If we need you to take action, we will write and ask you. For
example, we may ask you to provide proof of your debt
before we can pay you a dividend.
If you do not think you are a creditor, please let us know.

Summary of the Company’s
affairs

We have received a Report on Company Activities and
Property (ROCAP) from the Director on
31 March 2021.
A summary of thre Company’s affairs (Form 509) is attached
at Appendix C.

Listing of creditors

We have attached at Appendix D a list of creditors,
including their address and the estimated amounts of their
claims, that are shown in the records of the Company. Any
creditors related to the Company are identified.
We are required to provide this information to creditors under
law.

What has happened in the
liquidation so far?

To date we have completed the following tasks in the
Liquidation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the cost of the
liquidation?

Notified the Australian Taxation Office, ASIC and
other statutory bodies of our appointment;
Notified banks, utilities and other parties of our
appointment;
Established a Liquidation bank account;
Liaised with the Company’s Director, lawyer and
accountant regarding the affairs of the Company;
Received an offer from the Company’s former
director to purchase a legal claim;
Undertaken independent enquiries regarding the
legal claim (as discussed further below); and
Issued this Initial Notice to creditors.

We get paid out of the Company’s money, including
realisations from assets or from money paid to us by others,
such as the Company’s directors. If there is not enough
money in the liquidation, we may not get paid in full.
We may write and ask that you approve our remuneration for
the work that we do in completing the liquidation. If we do,
we will provide you with detailed information so that you can
understand what tasks we have undertaken and the costs of
those tasks.
Included at Appendix E is our Initial Remuneration Notice.
This document provides you with information about how we
propose to be paid for undertaking the liquidation.
Included at Appendix F is a detailed report on our
remuneration, called a Remuneration Approval Report. We
are unable to pay our remuneration without the approval of
creditors or the court.
We propose to have our remuneration approved by a
proposal without a meeting. Information about passing
resolutions without a meeting and voting forms are included
at Appendix G.
To participate in the proposals, please complete and return
the voting forms no later than 4pm on Thursday, 6 May
2021.
Please also submit a “proof of debt” form included at
Appendix H which provides information about what the
company owes you, along with supporting documents for
your claim (if not returned previously).

What further communication will
you receive?

We will write to you within three months of our appointment
advising whether a dividend is likely and update you on the
progress of our investigations.
We may also send you updates on the progress of the
liquidation or proposals to approve certain matters in the
liquidation at any time.
It is unlikely that we will hold a meeting to communicate with
creditors unless we believe it is in the interests of creditors.
However, if we receive a request for a meeting that complies
with the guidelines set out in the creditor rights information
sheet, we will hold a meeting of creditors.

What happens next?

We will proceed with the liquidation, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Where can you get more
information?

Recovering and selling any available property;
Investigating the Company’s affairs;
Reporting to the corporate regulator, the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC);
Reporting to creditors; and
Distributing any available funds to creditors in
accordance with their priority.

The Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround
Association (ARITA) provides information to assist creditors
with understanding liquidations and insolvency. This
information is available from ARITA’s website at
arita.com.au/creditors.
ASIC also provides information sheets on a range of
insolvency topics. These information sheets can be
accessed on ASIC’s website at asic.gov.au (search for
“insolvency information sheets”).

Legal claim
We have received an offer from an entity associated with the Company’s former director, Kayla Lu, to
purchase the legal claim and causes of action belonging to the Company that arise out of the
Supreme Court of NSW proceedings known as Fairfield City Council v Takalu Pty Ltd and Property
Management Corporation Pty Ltd (Case number 2020/121490) (Proceedings) (Legal Claim).
1. Background
We understand:
•

Fairfield City Council (FCC) originally commenced the Proceedings against the Company
and Property Management Corporation Pty Ltd (PMC) when Messrs lllgun, cancelled the
bank guarantee which was initially issued for the s94 contributions, resulting in FCC not being
paid;

•

The Company has filed a cross-claim in the Proceeding. The cross-claim pertains to monies
that the Company alleges that Mr llgun, his wife, his business, and his business partner,
Frank Hageali, misappropriated from the Company during the construction of the Canley
Heights development in 2018 and 2019;

•

It was a condition of the financing arrangement that Messrs llgun and Hageali had sole
authority to issue cheques on behalf of the Company during construction, despite neither
being directors of the Company; and

•

After the project was complete, an audit of the Company's books and records demonstrated
what appeared to be a discrepancy of approximately $330,700. Furthermore, it would appear
that Messrs llgun and/or Hageali appear to have paid themselves (and associated persons)
monies for which they, potentially, had no entitlement, nor have they otherwise explained the
payments. The Company commenced the cross-claim in the Proceedings seeking to recover
those amounts, as well as interest and legal costs.

A copy of the proceedings and the statement of cross-claim in respect of the Legal Claim is attached
at Appendix O. The cross-claim sets out in further and more specific detail the alleged causes of
actions and material matters raised by the Company.
We have only recently been appointed as liquidators of the Company. Based on the limited
investigations that we have been able to undertake during these early stages of the liquidation, we
have not been able to form a view on the strengths of the Legal Claim or causes of actions raised in
the cross-claim in the Proceedings. Our investigations are ongoing.
2. Offer to purchase the Legal Claim and proposed assignment
On 8 April 2021, Ms Lu, in her capacity as director of Takalu KF Pty Ltd, made the following offer to
purchase the Legal Claim from the Liquidators:
(i)

Initial payment of $15,000, payable upon creditors approving the assignment (which
includes a $2,000 non-refundable deposit already received); and

(ii)

Final payment of 5% of the aggregate net recovery achieved from the Legal Claim (Final
Payment).

(the Proposed Assignment)
At this stage, we are without funds in the Liquidation and unlikely to pursue the legal claim without
litigation funding (discussed below).
In accordance with section 100-5(3) of Schedule 2 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (the Act), as
Liquidators of the Company we may assign any right to sue that is conferred upon us by the Act.
Furthermore, we have powers under section 477(2) of the Act to sell or otherwise dispose of all or
part of the property of the Company.
As the terms of the Proposed Assignment involve obligations on the parties that are expected to last
greater than three (3) months, it is a precondition of the assignment that approval of the Court or
creditor approval is obtained pursuant to section 477(2B) of the Act before the assignment is effective.
In the circumstances, the Liquidators intend to seek that creditors approve the assignment of the
Legal Claim in accordance with the Proposed Assignment as well as entry into a written agreement to
undertake the assignment the Legal Claim, by approving the following by circulating resolutions:
Resolution 1:

"The creditors approve the Liquidators causing Takalu Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) to assign to Takalu KF
Pty Ltd and or Kayla Lu the legal claims, causes of action and associated rights of the Company as
raised in the Supreme Court of NSW proceedings known as Fairfield City Council v Takalu Pty Ltd
and Property Management Corporation Pty Ltd (being Case number 2020/121490) (Claims), as
detailed in the Circular to Creditors dated 13 April 2021."
And
Resolution 2:
"Pursuant to section 477(2B) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), the creditors approve the Liquidators
entering into a deed of assignment for and on behalf of Takalu Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) to sell the
Claims to Takalu KF Pty Ltd and or Kayla Lu, it being expressly acknowledged and agreed by the
creditors that the term of the deed of assignment may end or obligations of the parties may be
discharged by performance more than 3 months after the deed of assignment is entered into.”
3. Request for funding
As set out above, the Liquidators are presently without sufficient funds in the liquidation to be in a
position to pursue the Legal Claim against the defendants.
In the first instance and prior to agreeing to the terms of the Proposed Assignment, we are giving
creditors the opportunity to provide funding for us to pursue the Legal Claim and progress the crossclaim in the Proceedings. Then, in the absence of creditor funding, we may proceed with the
proposed assignment of the Legal Claim.
Creditors are requested to put to us in writing their funding proposals for the Company to pursue the
Legal Claim and continue with the cross-claim in the Proceedings.
Legal fees to run the cross-claim in the Proceedings to trial is likely to be in excess of $50,000 to
$70,000 (not including adverse costs and disbursements), and could be considerably more. The
Liquidators will need to undertake further investigations in relation to the Proceedings and the Legal
Claim to form a view on the likely costs involved and the justification and basis to continue with the
pursuit of the Legal Claim.
Any creditor who advances funds to pursue the action may have a priority claim in relation to amounts
advanced, upon the successful recovery of funds from pursuing the Legal Claim.
4. Notification by creditors
Those creditors who wish to provide funding for us to undertake further investigations and continue
with the pursuit of the Legal Claim and run the claims in the Proceedings to trial, are requested to
advise us in writing by 4pm Thursday, 6 May 2021 together with providing their written funding
proposal.
Furthermore, any creditors that may object to the proposed assignment of the Legal Claim, are
requested to advise us in writing by 4pm Thursday, 6 May 2021 of that objection and the basis for
the objection.
If no funding from creditors is forthcoming, we intend to proceed with the assignment of the Legal
Claim on the terms of the Proposed Assignment, subject to receiving creditor approval or approval of
the Court.

5. Dividend prospects
We have commenced our review of the books and records of the Company and note there appears to
be a material debtor of $627,911 and a potential unfair preference payment of $242,550 that requires
further investigations.
Nonetheless, If the Legal Claim is assigned in accordance with the Proposed Assignment and the
purchaser of the Legal Claim is successful in obtaining a recovery in the Proceedings, an amount may
be received by the Company. Subject to the quantum of future costs and expenses in the liquidation,
such a receipt could potentially be available for the purpose of making a small dividend to creditors.
Future correspondence
Should you require any further information, please contact Angus Malouf on (02) 9210 1708 or at
amalouf@wexted.com.
Yours faithfully
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust

Rajiv Goyal
Joint and Several Liquidator
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Appendix A
CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
The purpose of this document is to assist creditors with understanding any relevant relationships that
we have with parties who are closely connected to the Company and any indemnities or upfront
payments that have been provided to us. None of the relationships disclosed in this document are
such that our independence is affected.
This information is provided so you have trust and confidence in our independence and, if not, you
can ask for further explanation or information and can act to remove and replace us if you wish.
This declaration is made in respect of ourselves, and staff at Wexted Advisors.
We are Professional Members of ARITA – Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround
Association. We acknowledge that we are bound by the ARITA Code of Professional Practice.
A.

Independence
We have assessed our independence and we are not aware of any reasons that would prevent us
from accepting this appointment.
There are no other known relevant relationships, including personal, business and professional
relationships that should be disclosed beyond those we have disclosed in this document.

B.

Declaration of Relationships
How we were referred this appointment
This appointment was referred to us by Solve Accounting, accountants of the Company. The
reasons we believe that this relationship does not result in us having a conflict of interest or duty
are:
•
•
•

Solve Accounting has not previously referred any insolvency type matters to our firm;
Referrals from solicitors, business advisors and accountants are commonplace and do not
impact on our independence in carrying out our duties as Liquidators; and
There is no expectation, agreement or understanding between ourselves and the referrer about
the conduct of this liquidation and we are free to act independently and in accordance with the
laws and the requirements of the ARITA Code of Professional Practice.

Did we meet with the Company, the Company Directors or their Advisers before we were
appointed?
☒ Yes ☐ No
•

•
•

On 22 February 2021, Wexted Advisors Partners, Andrew McCabe and Rajiv Goyal attended a
meeting with the Director’s son-in-law, Daniel Truong, the Company’s solicitor, Kyle Kutasi of
Solve Legal and the Company’s accountant, Chris Bloxham of Solve Accounting. The purpose of
the meeting was for Wexted Advisors to be briefed on the background and current circumstances
of the Company and to consider available insolvency options including the process to place the
Company into liquidation.
On 4 March 2021, Mr Goyal and a staff member of Wexted Advisors attended a call with Mr
Truong. The purpose of the call was for Wexted Advisors to be further updated on the financial
circumstances of the Company to enable pre-appointment liquidation planning to be undertaken.
Following this call, there were a number of follow-up calls and emails to obtain further background
on the Company and the options available to the Director.

On 19 March 2021, a consent to act as Liquidators of the Company was provided to Mr Truong,
acting on behalf of the Director, Ms Phuong Thao Do; and
On 26 March 2021, Mr Goyal and two staff members of Wexted Advisors attended a video call
with Mr Truong and the sole director/shareholder, Ms Do. During this call, Ms Do passed the
necessary resolutions to wind up the Company.

•
•

We received no remuneration for this advice.
We believe that these meetings/calls do not result in a conflict of interest or duty because:
•

•
•

The Courts and ARITA’s Code of Professional Practice specifically recognise the need for
Members to provide advice on the insolvency process and the options available and do not
consider that such advice results in a conflict or is an impediment to accepting the
appointment;
The nature of the advice provided to the Company is such that it would not be subject to
review and challenge during the course of the liquidation; and
The pre-appointment advice will not influence our ability to be able to fully comply with the
statutory and fiduciary obligations associated with the Liquidation of the Company in an
objective and impartial manner.

We have provided no other information or advice to the Company, its Director or advisors prior to
our appointment beyond that which we have outlined in this DIRRI.
C. Declaration of Relationships
Within the previous two years, we or our firm, had a relationship with:
the Company

☐ Yes ☒ No

The Directors?

☐ Yes ☒ No

Any associates of the
Company (ie associated
entities or their directors)?

☐ Yes ☒ No

A former insolvency
practitioner appointed to the
Company?

☐ Yes ☒ No

A secured creditor entitled to
enforce a security over the
whole or substantially the
whole of the Company’s
property?

☐ Yes ☒ No

Other creditors?

☒ Yes ☐ No
The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) appears to be a major
creditor of the Company.
Wexted Advisors undertakes work from time to time where the ATO
is a substantial creditor.
In our opinion, this relationship does not result in a conflict of
interest or duty as we have not identified any issues that would
give rise to a conflict in undertaking the liquidation of the Company.
This relationship has not impeded our independence.

We have any other relationships that we consider are relevant to creditors assessing our
independence?
☒ Yes ☐ No
Mr Goyal and the two Company advisors, Mr Kutasi and Mr Bloxham all went to the same high
school, Trinity Grammar School, more than twenty years ago.
There was never a personal relationship between Mr Goyal with the Company advisors and they
were in different year groups in high school.
We believe this prior relationship does not result in a conflict of interest or duty.
D. Indemnities and up-front payments
We have been provided with the following indemnity and upfront payment:
Name

Relationship with the Company

Nature of indemnity or payment

Mr Truong

Son-in-law of the Director of the
Company

Mr Truong provided an upfront payment
of $15,000 and a further indemnity of
$12,500 to cover our initial remuneration
and expenses associated with the
Liquidation of the Company. $15,000 is
currently held in the liquidation bank
account and will not be drawn to meet
our remuneration until such time that it is
approved by creditors. There are no
conditions on the conduct or outcome of
the liquidation attached to the provision
of these funds and/or indemnity.

This does not include any indemnities we may be entitled to under the law. We have not received any
other indemnities or upfront payments.
Dated: 13 April 2021

.....................................................
Rajiv Goyal
Notes:
1.

.....................................................
Joseph Hayes

The assessment of independence has been made based on an evaluation of the significance of any threats to
independence and in accordance with the requirements of the relevant legislation and professional Standards.

2. If circumstances change, or new information is identified, we are required under the Corporations Act 2001 and

ARITA’s Code of Professional Practice to update this Declaration and provide a copy to creditors with our next
communication as well as table a copy of any replacement declaration at the next meeting of the Company’s
creditors. For creditors’ voluntary liquidations and voluntary administrations, this document and any updated versions
of this document are required to be lodged with ASIC.

Appendix B

Creditor Rights in Liquidations
As a creditor, you have rights to request meetings and information or take certain actions:
Right to
request a
meeting

Right to
request
information

Right to give
directions to
liquidator

Right to
appoint a
reviewing
liquidator

Right to
replace
liquidator

If a simplified liquidation process is adopted, these rights are effectively limited to the right to request information.

Right to request a meeting
In liquidations, no meetings of creditors are held automatically.
However, creditors with claims of a certain value can request in
writing that the liquidator hold a meeting of creditors. The right to
request meetings, including in the circumstances described below, is
not available if a simplified liquidation process is adopted.
A meeting may be requested in the first 20 business days in a
creditors’ voluntary liquidation by ≥ 5% of the value of the debts held
by known creditors who are not a related entity of the company.
Otherwise, meetings can be requested at any other time or in a court
liquidation by:






> 10% but < 25% of the known value of creditors on the
condition that those creditors provide security for the cost of
holding the meeting
≥ 25% of the known value of creditors
creditors by resolution, or
a Committee of Inspection (this is a smaller group of creditors
elected by, and to represent, all the creditors).

If a request complies with these requirements and is ‘reasonable’,
the liquidator must hold a meeting of creditors as soon as
reasonably practicable.

Right to request information
Liquidators will communicate important information with creditors as
required in a liquidation. In addition to the initial notice, you should
receive, at a minimum, a report within the first three months on the
likelihood of a dividend being paid.

Requests must be reasonable.
They are not reasonable if:
Both meetings and information:
(a) complying with the request would
prejudice the interests of one or
more creditors or a third party
(b) there is not sufficient available
property to comply with the request
(c) the request is vexatious
Meeting requests only:
(d) a meeting of creditors dealing with
the same matters has been held, or
will be held within 15 business days
Information requests only:
(e) the information requested would be
privileged from production in legal
proceedings
(f) disclosure would found an action
for breach of confidence
(g) the information has already been
provided
(h) the information is required to be
provided under law within 20
business days of the request

Additionally, creditors have the right to request information at any
time. A liquidator must provide a creditor with the requested
information if their request is ‘reasonable’, the information is relevant
to the liquidation, and the provision of the information would not
cause the liquidator to breach their duties.

If a request is not reasonable due to (b),
(d), (g) or (h) above, the liquidator must
comply with the request if the creditor
meets the cost of complying with the
request.

A liquidator must provide this information to a creditor within 5
business days of receiving the request, unless a longer period is
agreed. If, due to the nature of the information requested, the
liquidator requires more time to comply with the request, they can
extend the period by notifying the creditor in writing.

Otherwise, a liquidator must inform a
creditor if their meeting or information
request is not reasonable and the
reason why.

Specific queries about the liquidation should be directed to the liquidator’s office.
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Right to give directions to liquidator
Creditors, by resolution, may give a liquidator directions in relation to a liquidation. A liquidator must have
regard to these directions, but is not required to comply with the directions.
If a liquidator chooses not to comply with a direction given by a resolution of the creditors, they must
document their reasons. An individual creditor cannot provide a direction to a liquidator.
If a simplified liquidation process is adopted, you may not be able to give directions, because meetings
cannot be held to pass a resolution.

Right to appoint a reviewing liquidator
Creditors, by resolution, may appoint a reviewing liquidator to review a liquidator’s remuneration or a cost or
expense incurred in a liquidation. This right is not available if a simplified liquidation process is adopted. The
review is limited to:



remuneration approved within the six months prior to the appointment of the reviewing liquidator, and
expenses incurred in the 12 months prior to the appointment of the reviewing liquidator.

The cost of the reviewing liquidator is paid from the assets of the liquidation, in priority to creditor claims.
An individual creditor can appoint a reviewing liquidator with the liquidator’s consent, however the cost of
this reviewing liquidator must be met personally by the creditor making the appointment.

Right to replace liquidator
Creditors, by resolution, have the right to remove a liquidator and appoint another registered liquidator. This
right is not available if a simplified liquidation process is adopted, because meetings cannot be held.
To replace a liquidator, there are certain requirements that must be complied with:
Meeting request
A meeting must be reasonably
requested by the required
number of creditors.
Creditors must inform the
existing liquidator of the
purpose of the request for the
meeting.

Information and notice
Creditors must determine who
they wish to act as the new
liquidator (this person must be a
registered liquidator) and obtain:



Consent to Act, and
Declaration of
Independence, Relevant
Relationships and
Indemnities (DIRRI).

Resolution at meeting
If creditors pass a resolution
to remove a liquidator, that
person ceases to be
liquidator once creditors pass
a resolution to appoint
another registered liquidator.

The existing liquidator will send
a notice of the meeting to all
creditors with this information.

For more information, go to www.arita.com.au/creditors.
Specific queries about the liquidation should be directed to the liquidator’s office.
Version: December 2020
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Appendix D

Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) ATF The Kat Family Trust
Creditor Listing
Name

Related Party Address

Suburb

State

Postcode

Estimated claim
($)

Australian Taxation Office

No

PO Box 9003

Penrith

NSW

2740

881,780.00

Kayla Lu

Yes

2a Hindmarsh Road

Liverpool

NSW

2170

160,000.00

Total

1,041,780.00

Source: Directors ROCAP

Appendix E

Initial Remuneration Notice
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
The purpose of the Initial Remuneration Notice is to provide you with information about how we propose
our remuneration for undertaking this matter will be set.
1

Remuneration Methods

There are four basic methods that can be used to calculate the remuneration charged by an Insolvency
Practitioner. They are:
A. Time based / hourly rates: This is the most common method. The total fee charged is based
on the hourly rate charged for each person who carried out the work multiplied by the number of
hours spent by each person on each of the tasks performed.
B. Fixed Fee: The total fee charged is normally quoted at the commencement of the administration
and is the total cost for the administration. Sometimes a [appointment type] will finalise an
administration for a fixed fee.
C. Percentage: The total fee charged is based on a percentage of a particular variable, such as the
gross proceeds of assets realisations.
D. Contingency: The fee is structured to be contingent on a particular outcome being achieved.
2

Method chosen

Given the nature of this administration, we propose that our remuneration be calculated on time based /
hourly rates basis. This is because:
-

It ensures that creditors are only charged for work that is performed.

-

we are required to perform a number of tasks which do not relate to the realisation of assets, for
example responding to creditor enquiries, reporting to ASIC, distributing funds in accordance
with the provisions of the Corporations Act.

-

We are unable to estimate with certainty the total amount of fees necessary to complete all tasks
required in the Administration.

-

we have a time recording system that can produce a detailed analysis of time spent on each
type of task by each individual staff member utilised in the administration;

-

time based remuneration calculates fees upon a basis of time spent at the level appropriate to
the work performed; and

-

the method provides full accountability in the method of calculation.

3

Explanation of Hourly Rates

The rates for our remuneration together with a general guide showing the qualifications and experience
of staff engaged in the administration are attached.
The hourly rates charged encompass the total cost of providing professional services and should not be
compared to an hourly wage.

4

Estimated remuneration

We estimate that this administration will cost approximately $30,000 to $50,000 to complete, subject to
the following variables which may have a significant effect on this estimate and that we are unable to
determine at this early stage:
•
•
•
•

Decision on whether to pursue legal actions;
Debtor recovery actions;
Unfair preference investigations and recovery actions (if applicable); and
Potential dividend to creditors.

Prior to our appointment, we provided an estimate of the cost of the liquidation of $30,000 to the
Director. This estimate is consistent with the estimate provided to the Director prior to my appointment.
We received an up-front payment of $15,000 and indemnity for a further $12,500 to contribute to the
estimated costs. This was paid and indemnified by the Director, Phuong Thao Do, and her son in law
Daniel. This has been disclosed in our declaration of relevant relationships and indemnities. Approved
remuneration may exceed the amount of this up-front payment and indemnity and can be paid from the
assets of the administration after approval by creditors or the Court.
5

Disbursements

Disbursements are divided into three types:
•
•
•

External professional services - these are recovered at cost. An example of an externally
provided professional service is legal fees. It does not include insolvency services, as insolvency
services are claimed as remuneration.
External non-professional costs – these are recovered at cost. Examples of external nonprofessional expenses include travel, accommodation and search fees.
Firm non-professional costs – such as photocopying, printing and postage. These costs, if
charged to the Administration, would generally be charged at cost; though some expenses such
as telephone calls, photocopying and printing may be charged at a rate which recoups both
variable and fixed costs. The recovery of these costs must be on a reasonable commercial
basis.

We are not required to seek creditor approval for expenses paid to third parties or for disbursements
where we are recovering a cost incurred on behalf of the administration, but we must account to
creditors. We must be satisfied that these expenses and disbursements are appropriate, justified and
reasonable.
We are required to obtain creditor’s consent for the payment of a disbursement where we, or a related
entity, may directly or indirectly obtain a profit. In these circumstances, creditors will be asked to approve
our disbursements prior to these disbursements being paid from the administration.
Yours faithfully
Takalu Pty Ltd ATF The Kat Family Trust

Rajiv Goyal
Joint and Several Liquidator

Schedule of rates

Classification

Rate

Guide to Staff Experience

Partner

$700

Registered liquidator, Chartered Accountant, degree qualified with
more than fifteen years of extensive experience in insolvency,
restructuring and business advisory matters. experience. Leads
engagements with full accountability for strategy and execution.

Director

$600

Generally Chartered Accountant and degree qualified with more
than ten years of experience. Extensive experience in managing
large, complex engagements at a senior level.
Autonomously leads complex insolvency appointments reporting
to Partner

Senior Manager

$545

Generally Chartered Accountant and degree qualified with more
than seven years of experience. Significant experience across all
types of engagements. Self-sufficiently conducts small to medium
insolvency appointments.

Manager

$500

Generally Chartered Accountant and degree qualified with more
than five years of experience. Experience in complex matters, day
to day conduct of small to medium engagements. Assists senior
staff on complex matters.

Assistant Manager

$450

Generally Chartered Accountant and degree qualified with more
than three years of experience. Assists senior staff in planning
and conduct of small to large engagements. Supervise a small
team and control small engagements

Senior Accountant

$375

Experienced graduate controlling certain tasks on small
engagements. Assists senior staff in completing tasks on small to
large engagements.

Accountant

$250

Generally, degree qualified and undertaking or about to undertake
Chartered Accountant’s qualification with less than one year of
experience. Assists with day to day tasks under the supervision of
senior staff.

Undergraduate

$180

Generally undertaking relevant degree. Required to assist in day
to day fieldwork and basic tasks under the supervision of senior
staff

Support

$175

Appropriate skills and experience to support professional staff in
an administrative capacity.

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the above figures are exclusive of GST;
the Guide to Staff Experience is only intended to be a guide as to the qualifications and
experience of our staff members. Staff may be engaged under a classification that we consider
appropriate for their experience;
time is recorded and charged in six-minute intervals;
rates are subject to increase from time to time;
work carried out by staff will be charged at their applicable rates irrespective of where the
administration is geographically based;
the above rates are those chargeable by Wexted Advisors in respect of our employees and
contractors. If it becomes necessary to engage the services of an interstate or overseas
based insolvency firm to carry out work on our behalf, we reserve the right to recover the
rates charged by that practice, which may vary from the rates set out above.

The rates set out above are Wexted Advisors ordinary hourly charge out rates and assume that there
is a real prospect of the time costs incurred (at those rates) being paid and within a reasonable time
span (within 2 to 3 months). Where that assumption does not hold true, that is, there is either:

•
•

a risk to the collectability of the time costs being incurred; and/or
there is an expectation that the time costs will need to be carried for a period in excess of a
reasonable time span (greater than 3 months);

then, subject to the approval, Wexted Advisors reserve the right to seek recovery of their time at a
rate in excess of the ordinary hourly charge out rates (set out above) to reflect that additional risk,
and or time delay, in recovery.
Classification
Internal

Disbursements
Photocopying

$0.20 per page

Printing Black & White

$0.09 per page

Printing Colour

$0.28 per page

Postage

At Cost

Storage

$40 per box

Searches, Couriers and Advertising
Staff Vehicle Use
ASIC Service Levy
External

Charges

Professional services (non-insolvency)
for specific tasks that are properly
incurred by independent consultants
Non-professional services incurred with
a third party in relation to work required

At Cost
As per the ATO standard rates
Estimated at $80 per Company in
external administration and per
notifiable event
At cost

At cost

Remuneration Approval Report
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
13 April 2021
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
Wexted Unit Trust trading as Wexted Advisors ABN 46 346 904 995
Level 12, 28-34 O’Connell Street Sydney NSW 2000 | GPO Box 7091 Sydney NSW 2001
t (02) 9210 1700 | www.wexted.com | enquiries@wexted.com

Appendix F

This remuneration approval report provides you with information to assist you to make an informed
decision regarding the approval of our proposed remuneration for undertaking the Liquidation of
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf the Kat Family Trust.

1. Declaration
We, Rajiv Goyal and Joseph Hayes of Wexted Advisors, have undertaken a proper assessment of this
remuneration claim for our appointment as Joint and Several Liquidators of Takalu Pty Limited (In
Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust in accordance with the law and applicable professional
standards. We are satisfied that the remuneration claimed is in respect of necessary work, properly
performed, or to be properly performed, in the conduct of this matter.
We have reviewed the work in progress report for the Liquidation to ensure that remuneration is only
being claimed for necessary and properly performed work.

2. Executive Summary
To date, no remuneration or internal disbursements have been approved and paid in this Liquidation.
This remuneration approval report details approval sought for the following remuneration and internal
disbursements.
Approvals Sought

Amount (ex GST)

Remuneration
Retrospective Resolution 1:
26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021

$13,400

Prospective Resolution 2:
10 April 2021 to the conclusion of the liquidation
Total Remuneration
Total Internal Disbursements

$35,000

$48,400
$2,000

*Approval sought for future remuneration and internal disbursements is based on an estimate of the work
necessary to the completion of the Liquidation. Should additional work be necessary beyond what is
contemplated, further approval may be sought from creditors.

3. Remuneration
3.1 Retrospective remuneration
We will request that the following resolution be passed to approve our retrospective remuneration.
Details to support this resolution are included further below.
Retrospective remuneration resolution(s)

Appointment Type

Amount (ex GST)

Resolution 1: 26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021

Liquidation

$13,400
$13,400

Total retrospective remuneration resolution

Resolution 1: from 26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021
“That the remuneration of the Joint and Several Liquidators of Takalu Pty Limited (In
Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust for the period 26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021, calculated
at the hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice provided to creditors be
approved in the sum of $13,400 exclusive of GST, and that the Joint and Several Liquidators
can draw the remuneration immediately or as required.”
We will withdraw funds from the Liquidation account in respect of the Liquidators’ remuneration
immediately upon approval if funds are available. If funds are not available, we will withdraw funds
progressively over time as funds become available.
The below table sets out the time charged to each major task area by staff members working on the
Liquidation for the period 26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021, which is the basis of Resolution 1.
More detailed descriptions of the tasks performed within each task area, matching the amounts
below, are contained further below.
Remuneration for hours incurred for the period from 26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021
Task area
Creditors
Investigations
$
hrs
$
hrs

$/hour
(exc
GST)

Total
actual
hours

Total
($)

700

10.0

7,000.00

3.8 2,625.00

Assets
hrs
$

Position

Rajiv Goyal

Partner

James Le Messurier

Manager

500

4.2

2,100.00

0.5

250.00

0.5

250.00

1.4

700.00

1.8

Angus Malouf

Analyst

250

17.2

4,300.00

1.1

275.00

8.1 2,025.00

0.8

200.00

7.2 1,800.00

31.4

13,400.00

5.4 3,150.00

8.6 2,275.00

2.2

900.00

15.3 7,075.00

1,340.00
14,740.00
427

589

265

409

464

Subtotal (exc GST)
GST
Total remuneration (inc GST)
Average hourly rate (exc GST)

-

-

-

hrs

Admin

Employee

-

The below table sets out a detailed description of work undertaken on the Liquidation for the period
26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021, which is the basis of Resolution 1.
Resolution 1: 26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021 (actual past remuneration)
Task Area
Assets
5.4 hours
$3,150.00

General Description
Legal Claim

$

6.3 4,375.00

Includes
Liaising with solicitor regarding status of
proceedings and background information
Considering options available to deal with legal
claim (ie continue/discontinue/assign)
Correspondence with solicitors regarding
pursuing or assigning legal claim
Correspondence with interested party

900.00

Task Area

General Description

Other Assets
Creditor Enquiries, Requests
& Directions
Secured creditor reporting
Creditors
8.6 hours
$2,275.00

Creditor reports
Dealing with proofs of debt
Proposals to Creditors

Notifying PPSR registered creditors of
appointment
Preparing Initial Circular to Creditors regarding
appointment, creditors rights etc
Corresponding with OSR and ATO regarding
POD when not related to a dividend
Preparing proposal notices and voting forms

Conducting investigation

Collection of company books and records
Reviewing company’s books and records
Reviewing Director’s ROCAP
Conducting and summarising statutory
searches

Correspondence

Correspondence with various parties and
maintaining file notes
Filing of documents
File reviews
Updating checklists
Identification of potential issues requiring
attention of insurance specialists
Preparing correspondence opening account
Requesting bank statements
Bank account reconciliations
Correspondence with bank regarding specific
transfers
Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including
505, 205, 507 etc
Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory
forms
Notification of appointment

Investigation
2.2 hours
$900.00

Document maintenance/file
review/checklist
Insurance
Administration
15.3 hours
$7,000.00

Includes
regarding offer for legal claim
Receipt of non-refundable deposit for legal
claim
Tasks associated with realising other assets
Review and prepare initial correspondence to
creditors and their representatives

Bank account administration

ASIC Form 524 and other
forms
ATO and other statutory
reporting
Planning / Review

Discussions regarding status of administration

3.2 Prospective remuneration
We will request that the following resolution be passed to approve our prospective remuneration.
Details to support this resolution are included further below.

Prospective remuneration resolution(s)
Resolution 2: 10 April 2021 – Completion of the
Liquidation

Appointment Type

Amount (ex GST)

Liquidation

$35,000

$35,000

Total prospective remuneration resolution
Resolution 2: 10 April 2021 to completion (estimated future remuneration)

“That the remuneration of the Joint and Several Liquidators of Takalu Pty limited (In Liquidation) atf
The Kat Family Trust for the period 10 April 2021 to completion of the Liquidation, calculated at the
hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice provided to creditors be approved in the
sum of $35,000 exclusive of GST, and that the Joint and Several Liquidators can draw the
remuneration immediately or as required”
We will withdraw funds from the Liquidation account in respect of the Liquidators’ remuneration
progressively over time as funds become available and only once it is incurred. If actual costs
incurred are below the capped amount, the Liquidators are only authorised to draw the amount
incurred. If actual costs incurred exceed the amount approved, the Liquidators may seek further
approval from creditors.
The below table sets out the expected costs and a detailed description of the work by task area to be
undertaken on the Liquidation for the period 10 April 2021 to completion, which is the basis of
Resolution 2.
Task Area

Assets
$10,000

General Description
Legal Claim

Debtors

Other Assets
Creditor Enquiries, Requests
& Directions

Creditors
$8,000

Secured creditor reporting
Creditor reports
Dealing with proofs of debt

Includes
Considering options available to deal with legal
claim (ie continue/discontinue/assign)
Liaising with solicitors regarding pursuing or
assigning legal claim
Correspondence with interested party
regarding offer for legal claim
All tasks associated with assigning legal claim
(if applicable)
Correspondence with debtors
Reviewing and assessing debtors’ ledgers
Liaising with debt collectors and solicitors
Sending debtor demand letters
Attending to negotiations
Attending to settlement matters
Tasks associated with realising other assets
Receive and respond to creditor enquiries
Maintaining creditor request log
Review and prepare initial correspondence to
creditors and their representatives
Considering reasonableness of creditor
requests
Obtaining legal advice on requests
Documenting reasons for complying or not
complying with requests or directions
Compiling information requested by creditors
Notifying PPSR registered creditors of
appointment
Responding to secured creditor’s queries
Preparing Statutory Report by Liquidator
Receipting and filing POD when not related to
a dividend
Corresponding with OSR and ATO regarding
POD when not related to a dividend

Task Area

General Description
Proposals to Creditors

Conducting investigation

Investigation
$10,000

Litigation / Recoveries

ASIC reporting
Correspondence
Document maintenance/file
review/checklist

Insurance

Administration
$7,000

Bank account administration

ASIC Form 524 and other
forms
ATO and other statutory
reporting
Finalisation

Includes
Preparing proposal notices and voting forms
Forward notice of proposal to all known
creditors
Reviewing votes and determining outcome of
proposal
Preparation and lodgement of proposal
outcome with ASIC
Collection of company books and records
Reviewing company’s books and records
Conducting and summarising statutory
searches
Preparation of comparative financial
statements
Review of specific transactions and liaising
with directors regarding certain transactions
Preparation of investigation file
Internal meetings to discuss status of
investigations and potential recoveries
Liaising with solicitors regarding potential
claims and associated recovery actions
Preparation of correspondence to various
parties
Attending to negotiations
Attending to settlement matters
Preparing and lodgement of statutory
investigation reports
Liaising with ASIC
Correspondence with various parties and
maintaining file notes
First month, then six monthly Liquidation
reviews
Filing of documents
File reviews
Updating checklists
Identification of potential issues requiring
attention of insurance specialists
Correspondence with insurer regarding initial
and ongoing insurance requirements
Reviewing insurance policies
Correspondence with previous brokers
Requesting bank statements
Bank account reconciliations
Correspondence with bank regarding specific
transfers
Correspondence with bank closing accounts
Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including
form 5601, 5602, 5603, 5604 etc
Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory
forms
Preparing BAS
Requesting Tax Clearance (if applicable)
Notifying ATO of finalisation
Cancelling ABN / GST / PAYG registration
Completing checklists
Finalising WIP

Task Area

General Description
Planning / Review
Books and records / storage

Includes
Discussions regarding status of Liquidation
Dealing with records in storage
Sending job files to storage

3.3 Estimated future remuneration
In preparing this report, our prospective remuneration approval is our best estimate of what we believe
the liquidation will cost to complete and we do not anticipate that we will have to ask creditors to
approve any further remuneration. However, should the liquidation not proceed as expected, we will
advise creditors and we may seek approval of further remuneration. Matters that may affect the
progress and the cost of the liquidation, include:
•
•
•
•
•

Additional asset realisations;
Complexity surrounding voidable transaction claims;
The need for public examinations;
Funding being provided by creditors to investigate further aspects of the Company’s history; and
Payment of a dividend to creditors.

3.4 Total remuneration reconciliation
At this point in time we estimate that the total remuneration for the liquidation will be $48,400 (GST
exclusive), as shown in the table below.
Approvals Sought

Amount (ex GST)

Remuneration
Retrospective Resolution 1:
26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021

$13,400

Prospective Resolution 2:
10 April 2021 to the conclusion of the liquidation
Total Remuneration

$35,000

$48,400

3.5 Likely impact on dividends
It is both reasonable and appropriate for a professional service provider to be remunerated for their
services. A Liquidator is entitled to be remunerated for necessary work that is properly performed. That
work generates the funds that may be recovered for the benefit of creditors and other stakeholders.
The impact of the approval of the Liquidator’s remuneration is that the remuneration will then be
paid provided sufficient funds are generated to enable it to be paid. The remuneration will be paid
from those funds that are generated prior to the payment of most creditors in the Liquidation.
It is noted that funds would only be available to any stakeholder as a consequence of the work
necessarily undertaken by the Liquidator.
In order to preserve further assets for returns to creditors, we have capped our remuneration
and anticipate making no further requests for remuneration approval.

3.6 Remuneration recovered from external sources
The son in law of the Director, Daniel Troung, provided an upfront payment of $15,000 and a further
indemnity of $12,500 to cover our initial remuneration and expenses associated with the Liquidation of the
Company. $15,000 is currently held in the Liquidation account and will not be drawn to meet our
remuneration until such a time that it is approved by creditors. There are no such conditions on the
conduct or outcome of the Liquidation attached to the provision of these funds and/or indemnity.
No additional funding has been received from external sources to date.

4. Disbursements
We are not required to seek creditor approval for costs paid to third parties or where we are
recovering a cost incurred on behalf of the liquidation, but we must provide details to creditors. Details
of these amounts are included in the Receipts and Payments below.
We are required to obtain creditor’s consent for the payment of a disbursement where we, or a related
entity of us, may directly or indirectly obtain or derive a profit.
For more information about disbursements, please refer to the Initial Remuneration Notice
previously provided to creditors.
We will be seeking creditor approval to pay our internal disbursements up to a capped amount
of $2,000 plus any GST applicable.
Resolution 3: 26 March 2021 to completion (disbursements)
“That the disbursements of the Joint and Several Liquidators for the period from 26 March
2021 to the finalisation of the liquidation, calculated utilising the rates of charge detailed in
the Initial Remuneration Notice provided to creditors, be approved in the sum of $2,000
(exclusive of GST), and that the Joint and Several Liquidators can draw the internal
disbursements immediately or as required.”
Approval for the disbursements sought is based on an estimate of the work necessary to the
completion of the Liquidation. Should additional work be necessary beyond what is contemplated,
further approval may be sought from creditors, a committee of inspection or the court.

5. Summary of Receipts and Payments
The only two receipts in the administration at the date of this report, are listed below:
•

The transfer of the upfront payment of $15,000 from the Director’s son in law, Daniel Troung
to meet our remuneration and expenses in the Liquidation; and

•

The transfer of a non-refundable deposit of $2,000 from the former Director, Kayla Lu to
purchase the legal claim from the Liquidators.

6. Queries
If you require any further information, please contact Angus Malouf on (02) 9210 1708, or
amalouf@wexted.com.
The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and the Australian Restructuring
Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA) have released several guides to assist directors,
shareholders, creditors and employees of companies in external administration. In particular ASIC
has released a remuneration information guide for creditors - INFO 85 Approving fees: a guide for
creditors.
Creditors can obtain a copy of this information sheet from ASIC’s website at
www.asic.gov.au/insolvencyinfosheets.
You can also access ARITA’s information sheets which may assist you from
www.arita.com.au/creditors.

Further supporting documentation for our remuneration claim can be provided to creditors on request,
provided sufficient notice is given.
Dated: 13 April 2021

Rajiv Goyal
Joint and Several Liquidator

Appendix G

Information sheet: Proposals without meetings
You may be a creditor in a liquidation, voluntary administration or deed of company arrangement
(collectively referred to as an external administration).
You have been asked by the liquidator, voluntary administrator or deed administrator (collectively
referred to as an external administrator) to consider passing a proposal without a meeting.
This information sheet is to assist you with understanding what a proposal without a meeting is and
what your rights as a creditor are.

What is a proposal without a meeting?
Meetings of creditors were previously the only way that external administrators could obtain the views
of the body of creditors. However, meetings can be very expensive to hold.
A proposal without a meeting is a cost effective way for the external administrator to obtain the consent
of creditors to a particular course of action.

What types of proposals can be put to creditors?
The external administrator is able to put a range of proposals to creditors by giving notice in writing to
the creditors. There is a restriction under the law that each notice can only contain a single proposal.
However, the external administrator can send more than one notice at any single time.

What information must the notice contain?
The notice must:
•
•

•

include a statement of the reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors
if it is passed
invite the creditor to either:
o vote yes or no to the proposal, or
o object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting, and
specify a period of at least 15 business days for replies to be received by the external
administrator.

If you wish to vote or object, you will also need to lodge a Proof of Debt (POD) to substantiate your
claim in the external administration. The external administrator will provide you with a POD to complete.
You should ensure that you also provide documentation to support your claim.
If you have already lodged a POD in this external administration, you do not need to lodge another one.
The external administrator must also provide you with enough information for you to be able to make an
informed decision on how to cast your vote on the proposal. With some types of proposals, the law or
ARITA’s Code of Professional Practice sets requirements for the information that you must be provided.

Specific queries should be directed to the external administrator’s office.

AUSTRALIAN RESTRUCTURING INSOLVENCY & TURNAROUND ASSOCIATION

For example, if the external administrator is asking you to approve remuneration, you will be provided
with a Remuneration Approval Report, which will provide you with detailed information about how the
external administrator’s remuneration for undertaking the external administration has been calculated.

What are your options if you are asked to vote on a proposal without a meeting?
You can choose to vote yes, no or object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting. If the
administration is a simplifed creditors’ voluntary liquidation (SCVL), you cannot object to the proposal
being resolved without a meeting as meetings cannot be held in a SCVL.

How is a resolution passed?
A resolution will be passed if more than 50% in number and 50% in value (of those creditors who did
vote) voted in favour of the proposal, but only so long as not more than 25% in value objected to the
proposal being resolved without a meeting.

What happens if the proposal doesn’t pass?
If the proposal doesn’t pass and an objection is not received, the external administrator can choose to
amend the proposal and ask creditors to consider it again or the external administrator can choose to
hold a meeting of creditors to consider the proposal.
The external administrator may also be able to go to Court to seek approval.

What happens if I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting?
If more than 25% in value of creditors responding to the proposal object to the proposal being resolved
without a meeting, the proposal will not pass even if the required majority vote yes. The external
administrator will also be unable to put the proposal to creditors again without a meeting.
You should be aware that if you choose to object, there will be additional costs associated with
convening a meeting of creditors or the external administrator seeking the approval of the Court. This
cost will normally be paid from the available assets in the external administration.
This is an important power and you should ensure that it is used appropriately.

Where can I get more information?
The Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA) provides information to
assist creditors with understanding external administrations and insolvency.
This information is available from ARITA’s website at arita.com.au/creditors.
ASIC also provides information sheets on a range of insolvency topics. These information sheets can
be accessed on ASIC’s website at asic.gov.au (search for “insolvency information sheets”).

For more information, go to www.arita.com.au/creditors.
Specific queries should be directed to the external administrator’s office.

Version: December 2020
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Appendix H
FORM 535
CORPORATIONS ACT 2001

ACN: 601 205 832

Subregulation 5.6.49(2)

FORMAL PROOF OF DEBT OR CLAIM (GENERAL FORM)
To the Joint and Several Liquidators of Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
This is to state that the company was, on 26 March 2021 (1) and still is, justly and truly indebted to(2) (full name):

1.

.................................................................................................................................................................................
(‘Creditor’)
.................................................................................................................................................................................
of (full address)
for $ ................................................................................................. dollars and ................................................... cents.
Particulars of the debt are:
Date
Consideration(3)
Amount $
GST
Remarks(4)
state how the debt arose
included $ include details of voucher substantiating
payment

2.

To my knowledge or belief the creditor has not, nor has any person by the creditor's order, had or received any manner
of satisfaction or security for the sum or any part of it except for the following: ..........................................................

Date

Insert particulars of all securities held. Where the securities are on the property of the company, assess the value of
those securities. If any bills or other negotiable securities are held, specify them in a schedule in the following form:
Drawer
Acceptor
Amount $ c
Due Date

I am not a related creditor of the Company (5)
I am a related creditor of the Company (5)
relationship:_______________________________________________
If the form is being used for the purpose of voting at a meeting:
Is the debt you are claiming assigned to you?

No

Yes

If yes, attach written evidence of the debt, the assignment and consideration given.
If yes, what value of consideration did you give for the assignment (eg, what amount did you pay
for the debt?)

3A.(6)*
3B.(6)*

Attached
$

I am employed by the creditor and authorised in writing by the creditor to make this statement. I know that the debt was
incurred for the consideration stated and that the debt, to the best of my knowledge and belief, still remains unpaid and
unsatisfied.
I am the creditor's agent authorised to make this statement in writing. I know that the debt was incurred and for the
consideration stated and that the debt, to the best of my knowledge and belief, still remains unpaid and unsatisfied.

DATED this

day of

2021

Signature of Signatory....................................................................................................................................................................
NAME IN BLOCK LETTERS .........................................................................................................................................................
Occupation .....................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ..........................................................................................................................................................................................
See Directions overleaf for the completion of this form

OFFICE USE ONLY
POD No:
Date Received:

/

Entered into CORE IPS:
Amount per ROCAP

$

/

ADMIT (Voting / Dividend) - Ordinary

$

ADMIT (Voting / Dividend) – Preferential

$

Reject (Voting / Dividend)

$

Object or H/Over for Consideration

$

Reason for Admitting / Rejection
TOTAL PROOF

PREP BY/AUTHORISED
DATE AUTHORISED

/

/

$

Proof of Debt Form Directions
*

Strike out whichever is inapplicable.

(1)

Insert date of Court Order in winding up by the Court, or date of resolution to wind up, if a voluntary winding up.

(2)

Insert full name and address (including ABN) of the creditor and, if applicable, the creditor's partners. If prepared by
an employee or agent of the creditor, also insert a description of the occupation of the creditor.

(3)

Under "Consideration" state how the debt arose, for example "goods sold and delivered to the company between the
dates of .....................................................", "moneys advanced in respect of the Bill of Exchange".

(4)

Under "Remarks" include details of vouchers substantiating payment.

(5)

Related Party / Entity: Director, relative of Director, related company, beneficiary of a related trust.

(6)

If the Creditor is a natural person and this proof is made by the Creditor personally. In other cases, if, for example,
you are the director of a corporate Creditor or the solicitor or accountant of the Creditor, you sign this form as the
Creditor’s authorised agent (delete item 3A). If you are an authorised employee of the Creditor (credit manager etc),
delete item 3B.
Annexures

A.

If space provided for a particular purpose in a form is insufficient to contain all the required information in relation to a
particular item, the information must be set out in an annexure.

B.

An annexure to a form must:
(a)

have an identifying mark;

(b)

and be endorsed with the words:

i)

(c)

"This is the annexure of (insert number of pages) pages marked (insert an identifying mark)
referred to in the (insert description of form) signed by me/us and dated (insert date of signing);
and
be signed by each person signing the form to which the document is annexed.

C.

The pages in an annexure must be numbered consecutively.

D.

If a form has a document annexed the following particulars of the annexure must be written on the form:

E.

(a)

the identifying mark; and

(b)

the number of pages.

A reference to an annexure includes a document that is with a form.

Appendix I

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL TO CREDITORS
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
Voting Poll Closes: Thursday, 6 May 2021
Resolution No.1 for creditor approval
“That the remuneration of the Joint and Several Liquidators of Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat
Family Trust for the period from 26 March 2021 to 9 April 2021 calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in
the Initial Remuneration Notice provided to creditors be approved in the sum of $13,400 exclusive of GST,
and that the Joint and Several Liquidators can draw the remuneration immediately or as required.”
Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
The Liquidators are entitled to be remunerated for the work undertaken by us, our partners and our staff.
We consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a
meeting of creditors will achieve the dual aims of:
allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the remuneration that we
request they approve; and
minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential
return to creditors from the liquidation.

•
•

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved remuneration (or
a lesser amount if there are insufficient funds available) from the bank account maintained by the
Liquidators.
Vote on resolution No.1
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without
a meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved
without a meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the
resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes
No
Object

�
�
�

I approve the proposal
I do not approve the proposal
I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidator for your
vote to count. Please select the option that applies:
�

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents

�

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form

Creditor details
Name of creditor:
�
�
Address:

ACN / ABN (if applicable):

I am not a related creditor of the Company.
I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:

.

Name of creditor / authorised person:
Signature:

Date:

Please complete this document and return with any supporting documents by no later than Thursday,
6 May 2021 for your vote to be counted, by email to Angus Malouf at amalouf@wexted.com. If you have
any questions please call our office on (02) 9210 1700.
Completed forms may also be sent by post attention to Wexted Advisors, GPO Box 7091 Sydney NSW
2001, although you should ensure this is sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes,
which we cannot guarantee.
Dated: 13 April 2021

Appendix J

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL TO CREDITORS
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
Voting Poll Closes: Thursday, 6 May 2021
Resolution No.2 for creditor approval
“That the remuneration of the Joint and Several Liquidators of Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat
Family Trust for the period from 10 April 2021 to completion of the Liquidation, calculated at the hourly rates
as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice provided to creditors be approved in the sum of $35,000
exclusive of GST, and that the Joint and Several Liquidators can draw the remuneration immediately or as
required.”
Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
The Liquidators are entitled to be remunerated for the work undertaken by us, our partners and our staff.
We consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a
meeting of creditors will achieve the dual aims of:
allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the remuneration that we
request they approve; and
minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential
return to creditors from the liquidation.

•
•

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved remuneration (or
a lesser amount if there are insufficient funds available) from the bank account maintained by the
Liquidators.
Vote on resolution No.2
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without
a meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved
without a meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the
resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes
No
Object

�
�
�

I approve the proposal
I do not approve the proposal
I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidator for your
vote to count. Please select the option that applies:
�

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents

�

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form

Creditor details
Name of creditor:
�
�

ACN / ABN (if applicable):

I am not a related creditor of the Company.
I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:

.

Address:
Name of creditor / authorised person:
Signature:

Date:

Please complete this document and return with any supporting documents by no later than Thursday,
6 May 2021 for your vote to be counted, by email to Angus Malouf at amalouf@wexted.com. If you have
any questions please call our office on (02) 9210 1700.
Completed forms may also be sent by post attention to Wexted Advisors, GPO Box 7091 Sydney NSW
2001, although you should ensure this is sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes,
which we cannot guarantee.
Dated: 13 April 2021

Appendix K

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL TO CREDITORS
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
Voting Poll Closes: Thursday, 6 May 2021
Proposal No.3 for creditor approval
“That the disbursements of the Joint and Several Liquidators of Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The
Kat Family Trust for the period from 26 March 2021 to finalisation of the Liquidation, calculated utilising the
rates of charge detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice provided to creditors be approved in the sum of
$2,000 exclusive of GST, and that the Joint and Several Liquidators can draw the disbursements
immediately or as required.”
Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
The Liquidators are entitled to be reimbursed for disbursements incurred by us, our partners and our staff.
We consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a
meeting of creditors will achieve the dual aims of:
allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the disbursements that we
request they approve; and
minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential
return to creditors from the liquidation.

•
•

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved disbursements (or
a lesser amount if there are insufficient funds available) from the bank account maintained by the
Liquidators.
Vote on proposal No.3
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without
a meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved
without a meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the
resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes
No
Object

�
�
�

I approve the proposal
I do not approve the proposal
I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidator for your
vote to count. Please select the option that applies:
�

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents

�

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form

Creditor details
Name of creditor:
�
�

ACN / ABN (if applicable):

I am not a related creditor of the Company.
I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:

.

Address:
Name of creditor / authorised person:
Signature:

Date:

Please complete this document and return with any supporting documents by no later than Thursday,
6 May 2021 for your vote to be counted, by email to Angus Malouf at amalouf@wexted.com. If you have
any questions please call our office on (02) 9210 1700.
Completed forms may also be sent by post attention to Wexted Advisors, GPO Box 7091 Sydney NSW
2001, although you should ensure this is sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes,
which we cannot guarantee.
Dated: 13 April 2021

Appendix L

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL TO CREDITORS
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
Voting Poll Closes: Thursday, 6 May 2021
Proposal No.4 for creditor approval
“That the books and records of Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust may be
destroyed following the deregistration of the Company, subject to the consent of the Australian Securities
& Investments Commission being obtained”
Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
Destruction of records: In the In the absence of a resolution of the type proposed, the Liquidators would be
required to retain and store the records of the Company for 5 years. There are material costs associated
with this storage. It is the view of the Liquidators that incurrence of these costs is not in the best interests
of creditors as it will diminish the available funds.
If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution in support of an application to ASIC for
the destruction of the records of the Company. If that approval is granted by ASIC, the Liquidators would
then be entitled to destroy the records of the Company within the period allowed by ASIC.
Vote on proposal No.4
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without
a meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved
without a meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the
resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes
No
Object

�
�
�

I approve the proposal
I do not approve the proposal
I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidator for your
vote to count. Please select the option that applies:
�

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents

�

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form

Creditor details
Name of creditor:
�
�

ACN / ABN (if applicable):

I am not a related creditor of the Company.
I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:

Address:
Name of creditor / authorised person:
Signature:

Date:

.

Please complete this document and return with any supporting documents by no later than Thursday,
6 May 2021 for your vote to be counted, by email to Angus Malouf at amalouf@wexted.com. If you have
any questions please call our office on (02) 9210 1700.
Completed forms may also be sent by post attention to Wexted Advisors, GPO Box 7091 Sydney NSW
2001, although you should ensure this is sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes,
which we cannot guarantee.
Dated: 13 April 2021

Appendix M

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL TO CREDITORS
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
Voting Poll Closes: Thursday, 6 May 2021
Proposal No.5 for creditor approval
"The creditors approve the Liquidators causing Takalu Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) to assign to Takalu KF Pty
Ltd and or Kayla Lu the legal claims, causes of action and associated rights of the Company as raised in
the Supreme Court of NSW proceedings known as Fairfield City Council v Takalu Pty Ltd and Property
Management Corporation Pty Ltd (being Case number 2020/121490) (Claims), as detailed in the Circular
to Creditors dated 13 April 2021."
Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
If Ms Lu is successful recovering the legal clam, a small dividend to creditors is likely via the final payment
of the legal claim.
Vote on proposal No.5
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without
a meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved
without a meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the
resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes
No
Object

�
�
�

I approve the proposal
I do not approve the proposal
I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidator for your
vote to count. Please select the option that applies:
�

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents

�

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form

Creditor details
Name of creditor:
�
�

ACN / ABN (if applicable):

I am not a related creditor of the Company.
I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:

.

Address:
Name of creditor / authorised person:
Signature:

Date:

Please complete this document and return with any supporting documents by no later than Thursday,
6 May 2021 for your vote to be counted, by email to Angus Malouf at amaloudf@wexted.com. If you
have any questions please call our office on (02) 9210 1700.

Completed forms may also be sent by post attention to Wexted Advisors, GPO Box 7091 Sydney NSW
2001, although you should ensure this is sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes,
which we cannot guarantee.
Dated: 13 April 2021

Appendix N

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL TO CREDITORS
Takalu Pty Limited (In Liquidation) atf The Kat Family Trust
ACN 601 205 832 (“the Company”)
Voting Poll Closes: Thursday, 6 May 2021
Proposal No.6 for creditor approval
"Pursuant to section 477(2B) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), the creditors approve the Liquidators
entering into a deed of assignment for and on behalf of Takalu Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) to sell the Claims
to Takalu KF Pty Ltd and or Kayla Lu, it being expressly acknowledged and agreed by the creditors that
the term of the deed of assignment may end or obligations of the parties may be discharged by
performance more than 3 months after the deed of assignment is entered into.”
Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
As the assignment of the legal claim with Ms Lu is expected to last greater than three (3) months, it is a
precondition of the assignment that creditor approval is obtained pursuant to Section 477(2B) of the Act
before the assignment is effective.
If Ms Lu is successful recovering the legal clam, a small dividend to creditors is likely via the final payment
of the legal claim.
Vote on proposal No.6
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without
a meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved
without a meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the
resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes
No
Object

�
�
�

I approve the proposal
I do not approve the proposal
I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidator for your
vote to count. Please select the option that applies:
�

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents

�

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form

Creditor details
Name of creditor:
�
�

ACN / ABN (if applicable):

I am not a related creditor of the Company.
I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:

Address:
Name of creditor / authorised person:
Signature:

Date:

.

Please complete this document and return with any supporting documents by no later than Thursday,
6 May 2021 for your vote to be counted, by email to Angus Malouf at amaloudf@wexted.com. If you
have any questions please call our office on (02) 9210 1700.
Completed forms may also be sent by post attention to Wexted Advisors, GPO Box 7091 Sydney NSW
2001, although you should ensure this is sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes,
which we cannot guarantee.
Dated: 13 April 2021

Appendix O

STATEMENT OF CROSS-CLAIM
COURT DETAILS
Court

Supreme Court of New South Wales

List

Equity

Registry

Sydney

Case number

2020/121490

TITLE OF PROCEEDINGS
Applicant

Fairfield City Council

First Respondent

Property Management Corporation (ACN 611 881 317)

Second Respondent

Kadirhan Ilgun

Third Respondent

Takalu Pty Ltd (ACN 601 205 832)

TITLE OF THIS CROSS-CLAIM
Cross-claimant

Takalu Pty Ltd (ACN 601 205 832)

First cross-defendant

Property Management Corporation Pty Ltd (ACN 611
881 317)

Second cross-defendant

Kadirhan Ilgun

Third cross-defendant

Fatmagul Ilgun

Fourth cross-defendant

Frank Hageali

FILING DETAILS
Filed for

Takalu Pty Ltd, cross-claimant

Filed in relation to
of Claim filed 31 March 2020
Legal representative

Kyle Kutasi, Solve Legal Pty Ltd

Legal representative reference

20/131 KK

Contact name and telephone

Mr Kyle Kutasi, 0433 123 865

Contact email

kyle@solvelegal.com.au

2

RELIEF CLAIMED
1

Order that the second cross-defendant, third cross-defendant and/or the fourth crossdefendant are liable to account, pay restitution and/or pay equitable damages to the
cross-claimant for the $245,000.00 payment.

2

In the alternative, order that the second cross-defendant, third cross-defendant and/or
the fourth cross-defendant are liable to account, pay restitution and/or pay equitable
damages to the cross-claimant for the $113,000 payment and/or the $19,020.00
excess payment.

3

Order that the second cross-defendant and/or the fourth cross-defendant are liable to
account, pay restitution and/or pay equitable damages to the cross-claimant for the
$80,000.00 payment.

4

Order that the first cross-defendant, second cross-defendant and/or the fourth crossdefendant are liable to account, pay restitution and/or pay equitable damages to the
cross-claimant for the $5,700.00 payment.

5

Order that the cross-defendants pay to the cross-claimant its costs for the entire
proceedings (including costs for the

6

Summons filed on 12 March 2020).

Order that the cross-defendants indemnify the cross-claimant for any liability it has
incurred with respect to the applicant (including payment of any costs for the
Summons filed on 12 March 2020).

7

Interest.

8

Any further order the Court deems appropriate.

PLEADINGS AND PARTICULARS
A

PARTIES

1

At all material times, the cross-claimant, Takalu Pty Ltd (ACN 601 205 832) (Takalu),
was and is a company capable of suing under its corporate name and style.

2

At all material times, the first cross-defendant, Property Management Corporation Pty
Ltd (ACN 611 881 317) (PMC), was and is a company capable of being sued in its
corporate name and style.

3

At all material times, the second cross-defendant, Kadirhan Ilgun (Mr Ilgun), was and
is a natural person capable of being sued in his personal name and style.

4

At all material times, the third cross-defendant, Fatmagul Ilgun (Ms Ilgun) was and is:

3

5

(a)

a natural person capable of being sued in her personal name and style;

(b)

the wife of Mr Ilgun.

At all material times, the fourth cross-defendant, Frank Hageali (Mr Hageali) was and
is:
(a)

a natural person capable of being sued in his personal name and style; and

(b)

the director of CC Property Advisory Pty Ltd and CCPA Project Management
Pty Ltd.

6

The applicant in the proceedings is Fairfield City Council (Council).

B

DEVELOPMENT AT 45-47 PEEL STREET, CANLEY HEIGHTS NSW

Background
7

In or around 2008, a development application was submitted to the Council for the
development of the 45-47 Peel Street, Canley Heights NSW 2166 (Property).
Particulars
(i)

8

Development application 1951.1/2008.

On or around 25 May 2011, the Council granted a deferred commencement
development application 1951.1/2008 with respect to the Property (Deferred
Development Consent).

9

The Deferred Development Consent contained a number of conditions, including the
payment of an infrastructure contribution under s 94 of the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) (EPA) of $82,916.00 and other charges in the
amount of $2,090.50 (Contribution Payment) before issuing a construction
certificate.

10

On or around 23 June 2011, the Deferred Development Consent became operative.

11

On or around 12 December 2014, Takalu entered into a contract for sale for the
Property.
Particulars
(i)

Contract for sale dated 12 December 2014.

(ii)

Prior to 23 January 2020, the Property was described as Lot 1 in
Deposited Plan 1089957.

(iii)

After 23 January 2020 and to the present date, the Property comprises
Strata Plan 99916 and 99917.

4

12

On or around 21 July 2017, Mr Ilgun introduced Andy Lu (Mr Lu), acting as agent for
Takalu, to Ammar Jamal-Eddine (Mr Jamal-Eddine) of Concordia Legal for the
purposes of Takalu obtaining finance to develop the Property.
Particulars
(i)

Meeting in person between Mr Lu, Mr Ilgun and Mr Jamal-Eddine at
Silverwater.

13

On or around December 2017, Mr Jamal-Eddine introduced Mr Lu, acting as agent for
Takalu, and Ms Do, the sole director and secretary of Takalu, to Mr Hageali for the
purposes of Takalu securing finance for the development of the Property.
Particulars
(i)

Meeting in person between Mr Lu, Ms Do, Mr Ilgun, Mr Hageali and Mr
Jamal-Eddine at offices of CC Property Advisory at Sussex Street,
Sydney.

14

At the meeting pleaded at paragraph 13 above, Mr Hageali represented to Mr Lu and
Ms Do that:
(a)

Princeton Securities (Australia) Pty Ltd (Princeton) would be able to provide
the finance to Takalu for the development of the Property;

(b)

the interest rate at which Princeton would lend would be a higher rate than the
main banks would likely offer; and

(c)

a condition of Mr Hagea

Takalu

was to pay Mr Hageali (or his nominated entities) $330,000.00 for brokerage
and project management of
15

.

Pursuant to the representations made by Mr Hageali pleaded at paragraph 14 above,
Takalu entered into
Particulars
(i)

Fee Agreement between Takalu and CC Property Advisory Pty Ltd,
dated 2018; and

(ii)

Project Services Agreement between Takalu and CCPA Project
Management Pty Ltd, dated 5 March 2018.

16

On or about 1 March 2018, Mr Hageali further required that a condition of any
introduction to Princeton was conditional upon Mr Hageali and Mr Ilgun being made
the only signatories to

nk account held with the Australian and New

5

Zealand Banking Group (

) and

ability to misuse the funds in the account.
Particulars
(i)

Meeting in person between Mr Lu, Ms Do, Mr Ilgun, Mr Hageali
and Mr Jamal-Eddine at Silverwater.

(ii)

Account details for Takalu
Account name:

:

Takalu Pty Ltd (as trustee for the Kat
Family Trust)

Account Number:
17

233115538

On or around 15 March 2018, Princeton provided a loan facility to Takalu of
$14,361,000.00.
Particulars
(i)

Facility agreement between AET Corporate Trust Pty Ltd as custodian for
Princeton Securities (Australia) Pty Ltd ACN: 621 827 503 as trustee for
the Princeton Canley Heights Trust and Takalu Pty Ltd in its own right and
as trustee for the Kat Family Trust ABN 93 865 692 614.

C

CHEQUES DRAWN

18

On or around 13 April 2018, Mr Hageali and Mr Ilgun were appointed as signatories of

19

Upon his appointment as a signatory of Takal

eali owed a

fiduciary duty to Takalu which extended to and included a duty to:
(a)

act in

best interests;

(b)

not to place himself in a position of conflict where there was a real or
substantial possibility of conflict between his personal interests and the duty
that he owed to Takalu;

(c)

not to obtain any benefit or gain derived by reason of his position as a
and/or fiduciary of Takalu; and

(d)

not to aut

he prior

20
fiduciary duty to Takalu which extended to and included a duty to:
(a)

act in

best interests;

6

(b)

not to place himself in a position of conflict where there was a real or
substantial possibility of conflict between his personal interests and the duty
he owed to Takalu;

(c)

not to obtain any benefit or gain derived by reason of his position as a
ANZ Account and/or fiduciary of Takalu;

(d)

The $245,000.00 paymen
21

On or around 7 July 2017, Mr Lu on behalf of Takalu contacted the Council via email
seeking to defer the Contribution Payment for a period of 12 months.
Particulars
(i)

Email sent by Mr Lu on 7 July 2017.

(ii)

The request for deferral was made in accordance with s 3.6 of Councils
Direct (Section 94) Development Contribution Plan 2011.

22

On or around 25 July 2017, Sunehla Bala (Ms Bala) on behalf of the Council sent a
letter to Takalu disclosing that a deferral of the period could be imposed for 12 months
if a bank guarantee in the amount of $112,191.82 was provided.
Particulars
(i)

23

Letter sent by Ms Bala on 25 July 2017.

On or around 27 March 2018, PMC and/or Mr Ilgun provided copy of a bank
guarantee No 224821 in the sum of $112,191.82 (Bank Guarantee) to Ms Bala, who
accepted the Bank Guarantee on behalf of the Council.

24

On or around 27 March 2018, PMC and/or Mr Ilgun retained the original copy of the
Bank Guarantee.

25

On or around 29 March 2018, Ms Bala on behalf of the Council:
(a)

acknowledged receipt of the Bank Guarantee to Mr Lu, on behalf of Takalu,
and Mr IIgun on behalf of PMC;

(b)

represented to Mr Lu that Takalu may proceed to acquire a construction
certificate.

26

On or around 5 April 2018, the Council issued a construction certificate for the
Property.
Particulars

7

(i)
27

Construction certificate dated 5 April 2018.

On or around 12 April 2018, PMC and/or Mr Ilgun, without Takalu, Mr Lu, Ms Do or
or consent, cancelled the Bank Guarantee.

28

On or around 20 April 2018, Mr Ilgun loaned to Mr Lu in his personal capacity
$2,000.00 in cash.

29

On or around 27 April 2018, Mr Ilgun loaned to Mr Lu in his personal capacity a further
$3,000.00 in cash.

30

On or around 2 May 2018, Mr Ilgun and Mr Hageali authorised a cheque payment to
Mr Ilgun and Ms Ilgun of $245,000.00 from
Particulars
(i)

31

ANZ Cheque dated 2 May 2018, signed by Mr Ilgun and Mr Hageali.

On or around 16 May 2018, Mr Lu, acting as agent for Takalu, attended a meeting
with Mr Ilgun and Mr Jamal-Eddine where Mr Ilgun and/or Mr Jamal-Eddine
represented to Mr Lu:
(a)

Takalu was not in a position to meet the development expenses upfront;

(b)

Costs of $225,980.00 would need to be paid to Mr Ilgun comprising:
(i)

$113,000.00 for the Bank Guarantee PMC and/Mr Ilgun provided in the

(ii)

$28,500.00 for the bond to be paid to the Council;

(iii)

$3,000.00 establishment levy;

(iv)

$1,980.00 for the fire engineer;

(v)

32

(vi)

$5,000.00 as a mandate to Mr Hageali;

(vii)

$5,000.00 for the quantity surveyor;

(viii)

$23,500.00 for the Concordia Legal invoice;

(ix)

$39,000.00 for Mr Jamal-

(x)

$2,000.00 loan to Mr Lu; and

(xi)

$3,000.00 loan to Mr Lu.

;

On or around 16 May 2018, Mr Lu sent an email to Mr Ilgun and Mr Jamal-Eddine
attaching the costs breakdown for the $225,980.00.
Particulars

8

(i)
33

Email from Mr Lu to Mr Ilgun and Mr Jamal-Eddine dated 16 May 2018.

On or around 3 May 2018, $245,000.00
Particulars
(i)

ANZ Statement for Account Number 233115538 for the period 13 April
2018 to 15 May 2018.

34

At no point, from the date of withdrawal of the $245,000.00 from Takalu s ANZ
Account to the present, did Mr Ilgun and.or Mrs Ilgun use the funds in accordance with
the items pleaded at paragraph 31(b) above and/or in connection with any liabilities
owed by Takalu.

35

In circumstances where:
(a)

Mr Ilgun and/or Mrs Ilgun had no lawful entitlement to be paid all of the
$245,000 paid to them;

(b)

There was no written authority from Takalu permitting the payment of
$245,000.00 to Mr Ilgun and/or Mrs Ilgun; and

(c)

Ms Do had not authorised the payment of $245,000.00 to Mr Ilgun and/or Mrs
Ilgun;

Mr Hageali and/or Mr Illgun should not have authorised the transfer of $245,000.00 to
Mr Ilgun and Ms Ilgun, and in so authorising, acted in breach of the duties they owed
to Takalu under paragraphs 19 and 20 above.
36

In the premises of paragraph 35 above, Mr Hageali and/or Mr Ilgun are liable to
account to Takalu the $245,000.000 payment.

37

Further and in the alternative, Mr Ilgun and/or Mrs Ilgun are liable to account to Takalu
the $245,000.00 payment as recipients of

them without proper

authorisation.
Particulars
(i)

Mr Ilgun is liable to account in breach of his duties pleaded at paragraph
20 above.

(ii)

Mr Ilgun and Mrs Ilgun are liable as recipients

the

first limb of Barnes v Addy (1874) LR 9 Ch App 244 (Barnes v Addy).
38

Further and in the alternative, Mr Ilgun and/or Ms Ilgun are liable to make restitution of
$245,000.00 to Takalu in circumstances where those funds were transferred to them
by Takalu:
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(a)

Under a mistake of fact that those funds would be used in accordance with the
items pleaded at paragraph 31(b) above or otherwise in discharge of liabilities
owed by Takalu; and/or

(b)

On the condition that those funds would be used in accordance with the items
pleaded at paragraph 31(b) above or otherwise in discharge of liabilities owed
by Takalu, and that condition failed given that those were not used for that
purpose.

39

Takalu seeks an accounting with respect to the $245,000.00 payment paid to Mr Ilgun
and Mrs Ilgun.

40

Further and in the alternative, in circumstances where:
(a) PMC and/or Mr Illgun had cancelled the Bank Guarantee;
(b) Mr Ilgun had not disclosed to Takalu or any agent thereof such as Mr Lu that the
Bank Guarantee had been cancelled;
(c) Ms Do had not authorised the payment of $113,000.00 to Mr Ilgun and/or Mrs
Ilgun,
Mr Hageali and/or Mr Ilgun should not have authorised the transfer of $113,000.00 to
Mr Ilgun and Ms Ilgun, and in so authorising, acted in breach of the duties they owed
to Takalu under paragraphs 19 and 20 above.

41

In the premises of paragraph 40 above, Mr Hageali and/or Mr Ilgun are liable to
account to Takalu for the $113,000.00 payment.

42

Further and in the alternative, Mr Ilgun and/or Mrs Ilgun are liable to account to Takalu
the $113,000.00 payment as recipients of

them without proper

authorisation.
Particulars
(i)

Mr Ilgun and Mrs Ilgun are liable as recipients

the

first limb of Barnes v Addy .
43

Further and in the alternative, Mr Ilgun and/or Ms Ilgun are liable to make restitution of
$245,000.00 to Takalu in circumstances where those funds were transferred to them
by Takalu:
(a) Under a mistake of fact that those funds would be used to support the Bank
Guarantee and/or that the Bank Guarantee was operative and had not been
cancelled; and/or
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(b) On the condition that those funds would be used to support the Bank Guarantee
and/or that the Bank Guarantee was operative and had not been cancelled, and
that condition failed given that the Bank Guarantee was cancelled and/or the
funds were not used for the intended purpose.
44

Further and in the alternative, in circumstances where:
(a)

$245,000.00 was paid to Mr Ilgun and/or Ms Ilgun;

(b)

there is only explanation for $225,980.00 of those funds;

(c)

there is an excess of $19,020.00 in the amount of funds received by Mr Ilgun
and/or Ms Ilgun;

(d)

Ms Do had not authorised the payment of an excess of $19,020.00 to Mr Ilgun
and/or Ms Ilgun,

Mr Hageali and/or Mr Ilgun should not have authorised the transfer of $245,000.00
(as opposed to $225,980.00) to Mr Ilgun and Ms Ilgun, and in so authorising, acted in
breach of the duties they owed to Takalu under paragraphs 19 and 20 above.
45

In the premises of paragraph 44 above, Mr Hageali and/or Mr Ilgun are liable to
account to Takalu the $19,020.00 excess payment.

46

Further and in the alternative, Mr Ilgun and/or Ms Ilgun are liable to account to Takalu
the $19,020.00 excess payment as recipients

paid to them without

proper authorisation.
Particulars
(i)

Mr Ilgun is liable to account in breach of his duties pleaded at paragraph
20 above.

(ii)

Mr Ilgun and Ms Ilgun
first limb of Barnes v Addy.

47

Further and in the alternative, Mr Ilgun and/or Ms Ilgun are liable to make restitution of
$19,020.00 to Takalu in circumstances where those funds were transferred to them by
Takalu:
(a)

Under a mistake of fact that Mr Ilgun and/or Ms Ilgun were entitled to the
receipt of $245,000.00 in funds; and/or

(b)

On the condition that Mr Ilgun and/or Ms Ilgun were entitled to the receipt of
$245,000.00 in funds, and that condition having since failed in the absence of
any legitimate explanation for payment of the excess funds.

The $
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48

On or around 30 December 2018, Mr Ilgun and Mr Hageali authorised a cheque

Particulars
(i)

ANZ Cheque dated 30 December 2018, signed by Mr Ilgun and Mr
Hageali.

49

Takalu or its agents had no knowledge that the cheque pleaded at paragraph 48
above was authorised in favour of Mr Ilgun.

50

On or around 31 December 2018, $80,000
Account.
Particulars
(i)

51

In circumstances where:
(a)

$80,000.00 was paid to Mr Ilgun;

(b)

there is no lawful justification for why $80,000.00 was paid to Mr Ilgun;

(c)

Ms Do provided no prior written authorisation for the payment of $80,000.00 to
Mr Ilgun,

Mr Hageali and/or Mr Illgun should not have authorised the transfer of $80,000.00 to
Mr Ilgun, and in so authorising, acted in breach of the duties they owed to Takalu
under paragraphs 19 and 20 above.
52

In the premises of paragraph 51 above, Mr Hageali and/or Mr Ilgun are liable to
account to Takalu the $80,000.00.

53

Further and in the alternative, Mr Ilgun is liable to account to Takalu the $80,000.00 as

Particulars
(i)

Mr Ilgun is liable to account in breach of his duties pleaded at paragraph
20 above.

(ii)

Mr Ilgun

first limb of

Barnes v Addy.
54

Further and in the alternative, Mr Ilgun is liable to make restitution of $80,000.00 to
Takalu in circumstances where those funds were transferred to him by Takalu:
(a)

Under a mistake of fact that Mr Ilgun was entitled to the receipt of $80,000.00
in funds; and/or
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(b)

On the condition that Mr Ilgun was entitled to the receipt of $80,000.00 in
funds, and that condition having since failed in the absence of any lawful
justification for payment of the funds.

55

Takalu seeks an accounting with respect to the $80,000.00 payment paid to Mr Ilgun
and Ms Ilgun.

The $
56

On or around 15 May 2019, Mr Ilgun and Mr Hageali authorised a cheque payment to
NZ Account.
Particulars
(i)

57

ANZ Cheque dated 15 May 2019, signed by Mr Ilgun and Mr Hageali.

Takalu or its agents had no knowledge that the cheque pleaded at paragraph 56
above was authorised in favour of Mr Ilgun.

58

On or around 15 May 2019, $5,700.00 was
Particulars
(i)

59

In circumstances where:
(a)

$5,700.00 was paid to PMC;

(b)

there is no lawful justification for why $5,700.00 was paid to PMC;

(c)

Ms Do provided no prior written authorisation for the payment of $5,700.00 to
PMC,

Mr Hageali and/or Mr Illgun should not have authorised the transfer of $5,700.00 to
PMC, and in so authorising, acted in breach of the duties they owed to Takalu under
paragraphs 19 and 20 above.
60

In the premises of paragraph 59 above, Mr Hageali and/or Mr Ilgun are liable to
account to Takalu the $5,700.00.

61

Further and in the alternative, PMC is liable to account to Takalu the $5,700.00 as a
recip
Particulars
(i)

first limb of
Barnes v Addy.
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62

Further and in the alternative, PMC is liable to make restitution of $5,700.00 to Takalu
in circumstances where those funds were transferred to it by Takalu:
(a)

Under a mistake of fact that PMC was entitled to the receipt of $5,700.00 in
funds; and/or

(b)

On the condition that PMC was entitled to the receipt of $5,700.00 in funds,
and that condition having since failed in the absence of any lawful justification
for payment of the funds.

63

Takalu seeks an accounting with respect to the $5,700.00 payment paid to Mr Ilgun
and Ms Ilgun.

D

RELIEF

64

Order that Mr Ilgun, Ms Ilgun and/or Mr Hageali are liable to account, pay restitution
and/or pay equitable damages to Takalu for the $245,000.00 payment.

65

In the alternative, order that Mr Ilgun, Ms Ilgun and/or Mr Hageali are liable to
account, pay restitution and/or pay equitable damages to Takalu for the $19,020.00
excess payment.

66

Order that Mr Ilgun and/or Mr Hageali are liable to account, pay restitution and/or pay
equitable damages to Takalu for the $80,000.00 payment.

67

Order that PMC, Mr Ilgun, and/or Mr Hageali are liable to account, pay restitution
and/or pay equitable damages to Takalu for the $5,700.00 payment.

68

Order that PMC, Mr Ilgun, Ms Ilgun and/or Mr Hageali pay to Takalu its costs for the
entire proceedings (including costs for the

Summons filed on 12 March

2020).
69

Order that PMC, Mr Ilgun, Ms Ilgun and/or Mr Hageali indemnify Takalu for any
liability it has incurred with respect to the applicant (including payment of any costs for
the

Summons filed on 12 March 2020).

70

Interest.

71

Any further order the Court deems appropriate.
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SIGNATURE OF LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE
I certify under clause 4 of Schedule 2 to the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Act
2014 that there are reasonable grounds for believing on the basis of provable facts and a
reasonably arguable view of the law that the claim for damages in this statement of crossclaim has reasonable prospects of success.
I have advised the cross-claimant that court fees may be payable during these proceedings.
These fees may include a hearing allocation fee.
Signature

Capacity

Solicitor for the Cross-Claimant

Date of signature

8 September 2020

NOTICE TO CROSS-DEFENDANT
If you do not file a defence you will be bound by any judgment or order in the proceedings so
far as it is relevant to this cross-claim.

HOW TO RESPOND
Please read this statement of cross-claim very carefully. If you have any trouble
understanding it or require assistance on how to respond to the cross-claim you
should get legal advice as soon as possible.
You can get further information about what you need to do to respond to the claim from:
A legal practitioner.
LawAccess NSW on 1300 888 529 or at www.lawaccess.nsw.gov.au.
The court registry for limited procedural information.
You can respond in one of the following ways:
1

If you intend to dispute the cross-claim or part of the cross-claim, by filing a
defence and/or making a cross-claim.

2

If money is claimed, and you believe you owe the money claimed, by:
Paying the cross-claimant all of the money and interest claimed.
Filing an acknowledgement of the claim.
Applying to the court for further time to pay the claim.

3

If money is claimed, and you believe you owe part of the money claimed, by:
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Paying the cross-claimant that part of the money that is claimed.
Filing a defence in relation to the part that you do not believe is owed.
Court forms are available on the UCPR website at http://www.ucprforms.justice.nsw.gov.au/
or at any NSW court registry.
REGISTRY ADDRESS
Street address

Level 4, 225 Macquarie Street, Sydney NSW 2000

Postal address

GPO Box 3565, Sydney NSW 2001

Telephone

(02) 9113 8200
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PARTY DETAILS
A list of parties must be filed and served with this statement of cross-claim.

PARTIES TO THIS CROSS-CLAIM
Cross-claimant

Cross-defendants

Takalu Pty Ltd, Cross-claimant

Property Management Corporation Pty Ltd,
First Cross-Defendant
Kadirhan Ilgun, Second Cross-Defendant
Fatmagul Ilgun, Third Cross-Defendant
Frank Hageali, Fourth Cross-Defendant

DETAILS ABOUT CROSS-DEFENDANTS THAT ARE NEW PARTIES
Second cross-defendant
Name

Kadirhan Ilgun

Address

Townhouse 42,
8 Avenue of the Americas
NEWINGTON NSW 2127

Third cross-defendant
Name

Fatmagul Ilgun

Address

Townhouse 42,
8 Avenue of the Americas
NEWINGTON NSW 2127

Fourth cross-defendant
Name

Frank Hageali

Address

Level 20, One Wharf Lane,
161 Sussex St,
Sydney NSW 2000

